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Abstract:
Alwar districts In Located Bhangarh fort, past Era Of One Mysterious Proof Is. 17th Century In Madho Lion First By Our small son Value Lion First Of For Established it Castle architecture Skill And historical Importance Of One interesting mixture contain happened Is. it research Bhangarh fort Of versatile History But Light puts is, in which his establishment, chief historical Incidents, Abandonments, Folktales And India In To all haunted places In From One to be of Prestige Involved Is. fort of architecture of Properties Its manufacturers of strategic foresight To reflects are, its formidable walls And Complex structures One Time regional Politics And battles In Role fulfills Were. However, the fort Of Ruins In transformed Happen And His after abandonment Its Description In Mystery of layers connects Is. his walls Of within happened various historical events of Search From This Area To size to give the one Power And cultural effects Of Changing tide But Light falls Is. One haunted venue Of Form In Bhangarh fort of notoriety local folklore And legends From attached Hui Is. These stories, often Mystery In drowned hui, fort of haunted Prestige In Contribution does yes, curious visitors And Extraordinary Enthusiastic Both To Attract does Are. it research fort Of cultural Effect But Too Light puts yes, local traditions In his Role And historical Protection And Tourism From Yield challenges Of between Critical balance of Test does Is. archaeological Excavation From artefacts And structures Of Address walked Is Who Bhangarh fort Of Prosperous History of Glimpse Present Do are, and Its East residents Of Life Of about In valuable insight provide Do Are. Own haunted image Of Despite, the fort cultural Heritage And Protection efforts Of Center point made Happened Is. Ending in, Bhangarh Castle One captivating historical And cultural Unit Of Form In Stand yes, its walls past of a whisper To reflect does Are, As That Modern Protection Attempt Our Extraordinary Attraction From Attract tourists of Inflow Of management Do happened historical integrity To make to keep of Duality From Struggling are Hain, fort One captivating Subject made Happened is, which History of layers In Investigation And contemplation To invited does Is Who Its Existence To defined Do Are.

Keywords: Bhangarh fort of versatile history, historical incidents, abandonment, folklore, archaeological Excavation From artwork And structure, haunted image.

I. Introduction
Alwar districts Of Dry landscape In Located, Bhangarh Castle One architecture Miracle And historical remains Of Form In Stand, which is the 17th Century Of Is. sariska Tiger reserve Of shore But Located And picturesque Aravali Range From surrounded hua, fort No Only Our strategic place Of For Rather his walls Of within hidden mysteries Of For Too Attention Attract does Is. This research Of Objective
Bhangarh fort Of History of Prosperous tapestry To Expose to do yes , its roots visionary Madho Lion First From attached are , who Our small son Value Lion First Of For Construction got it done Was. Own gorgeous walls And Complex structures Of with , fort Power Of One citadel And Our Flourishing Of during regional Politics And war In Important Role Played. However , which talk really In Bhangarh fort To Other historical destinations From apart does He is _ India In To all haunted places In From One Of Form In his Prestige Is. local folklore And divine of popular stories From surrounded it Castle Wool people Of For Attraction Of Center become Went Is Who divine events From face to face Happen Want Are. This Introduction Of Objective fort of Mysterious And haunted Prestige of background Of with Its historical Importance of Comprehensive Search Of For stage Ready to do Is. as _ _ We Bhangarh fort Of past of depth In descending are , we History And myth of layers To Back by removing Its Ancient stones Of within contain happened Truth And mysteries To Expose do.

II. Historical background

Bhangarh fort of Establishment date And Objective :- Bhangarh fort of genesis 17th _ Century of beginning In Hui Was When Sky Of ruler Madho Lion First has This formidable fort Of Construction Of Order Gave Was. historical records From Signal get Is That The fort was built in 1631 AD . In Their small son Value Lion First Of For Make Went Was. Bhangarh Of strategic Location , Aravali Range Of shore But Located Is And nearby Of plains To looks at there is one defensive citadel Of Form In Its wanted Objective To Underlined does Is. Madho Lion first , which Own strategic Skill Of For go going are , _ Bhangarh fort of Imagination One This way citadel Of Form In of Was Who No Only Their State of Eastern Limit of protect will do Rather Their Family of Power Of Sign Of Form In Too Work Will do. fort of Establishment has increased happened regional Tension And political trickery Of round To Marked did , so that Bhangarh 17th _ century Of Rajasthan Of geopolitical _ _ landscape In One Important Property become Went.

Architecture Properties And Design :- Bhangarh Castle Our Time of architecture Talent Of Proof Is. fort Of design Mughal And Rajput architecture Style Of harmonious mixture To shows Is. bastions And the doors From containing Huge walls From besieged , fort strategic Form From external dangers Of Oppose to do Of For Make Went Was. Complex carving , dome And balconies Mughal period Of during prevalent artistic cleverness To Displayed does Are. Entry the door , which Evil spirit bungalow Or haunted bungalow Of Name From Go go is , detailed carving And statues From Furnished is , which That period Of artisans of craft Skill of Glimpse provide does Is. fort Of layout In Many temple , palace And residential quarter Involved are , in which From Everyone fort of magnificence And working capacity In Contribution gives Is. As hee We Bhangarh fort of historical background In descending are , this clear yes go Is That Its Construction No Only One military Need was , rather artistic And architecture Skill of Expression Too Was Who medieval Rajasthan Of cultural landscape To defined does Was. Bhangarh fort of Establishment Area Of History In One Important Chapter Of Form In Work does is , which politics , culture And past Era of artistry To couple Is.

III. Historical events

Bhangarh fort In fight , political Change And cultural Effect :- Bhangarh fort , your History Of During , many Important events Of Witness made , who This Area of destiny To size Gave. Although it Castle elder measures of battles Of For prominence From No Go goes , but 17th _ century Of Rajasthan Of political And cultural landscape In This fort has One Micro But Important Role Played.
1. **Political Conspiracy**: Bhangarh Castle Amer Of rulers Of For One citadel Of Form In Work does was, and his strategic Situation has This political maneuvers Of For Center point made Gave Was, 17th Century Of during This Area In alliances And rivalry Of Complex Net Of Meaning Was That Castle Often political chess Of Pawn become go was, which From this connected rulers of Destiny Affected would have Was.

2. **Cultural Flourishing**: Sky Of rulers By Art And Culture Of protection, in which Bhangarh fort Of Construction Too Involved was, __ his walls Of within cultural activities Of to flourish __ In Contribution Gave. Castle artists, scholars And musicians Of For One Center become went, which One This way environment To encouragement found Where creativity And intellectual activities Thrive.

3. **Dynasties Of rise up And Downfall**: Bhangarh fort Of History Rajasthan In various dynasties Of rise up And Downfall Of with connected Happened Is. rulership In shift And Area In Power of mobility Of ups and downs has fort Of History But One indelible impression Left. Bhangarh of Destiny medieval Rajasthan of Speciality ones geopolitical __ __ changes From Complex Form From attached Hui Was.

4. **Cultural Synthesis**: Bhangarh Castle Mughal And Rajput architecture Style Of synthesis Of Proof Of Form In Stand is, which Its Construction Of during prevalent cultural amalgamation To shows Is. Our Flourishing Of days In it Castle No Only military And political objectives of supply does was, rather One cultural mixture venue Of Form In Too emerged, where various artistic And architecture Effect collected Happened. however Bhangarh fort Of History elder measures of battles From full No yes Can yes, but fort Of importance 17th Century Of during This Area To defined to do ones political, cultural And artistic Development Of Mute Witness Of Form In his Role In vested Is. Bhangarh fort From attached historical events of Search From medieval Rajasthan Of landscape of Complications of Micro Understanding meets Is.

IV. **abandonment And Folk song**

**Bhangarh fort Of Abandonment**: one Time lively And strategic Form From Important Bhangarh fort To unexpected Luck Of face to do lay down Because it gradually __ __ abandonment In walked Went. Whereas historical record fort Of Downfall Of Any Fixed Description No give are, local legends And folklore Its abandonment Of potential reasons of Glimpse Present does Are. One prevalent Principle From Address walks Is That One local Tantrik By Gave Went curse, fortress Of Downfall Of Reason Made. Legend Of According to Tantrik To Bhangarh of princess From Love yes Went And His Proposal To reject Tax Gave Went. Anger And frustration she in __ fort To curse given, it Ruined Tax Gave And it ensure Did That Any Too In this Calmness From Residence No Tax Could. One Other Principle it Estimate puts Is That Bhangarh fort To Draught Or Natural Disaster Of Reason leave Gave Went Was. Area In durable resources of Shortage Of Reason residents To More Fertile land of seek In Castle Empty to do Of For Compelled Happen lay down will be. however in principles Of Support to do Of For historical evidence Very Less are, but fort Of abandonment Of nearby Of Mystery Of Attraction Only his Mysterious Prestige To increases Is.

**Haunted Prestige In Contribution to give ones Folk song And Legends**: Bhangarh Castle Extraordinary stories And Horrible Encounters Of alternative become Went is, which India In To all haunted places In From One to be of Prestige acquired Tax Stayed Is. various legends This horrifying aura In Contribution does Are:
Tantrik Of Curse :- Agreed go Is That Tantrik By Gave Went curse fort Of within divine activities Of Source Is. local People And visitor Similar Form From Mysterious voices , ghostly Phantom And Horrible environment of Stories shared Do are , in All Of Credit Tantrik Of curse To Gave go Is.

Princess of sad Story :- One Other popular Legend In Bhangarh of princess And One local black Magician Of between sad Love Story Involved Is. As such Said go Is That princess has Magician Of deception To Identification took And His Against Own Magical powers Of use did , which the resulting His death yes Went. However , your death From First , he fort To curse gave , which Reason ultimately Its abandonment yes Went.

Indian archeology Survey By Entry restrictions :- Today Till , Indian archeology Survey ( ASI ) _ Bhangarh fort Of Entry door But One alert Sign Put kept is , which visitors To sunset Of after And sunrise From First premises In Entry to do Of Per caution does Is. it Sign fort of haunted Prestige In faith To And More encouragement gives Is. historical abandonment And folklore Of interconnectedness has Bhangarh fort To divine Of scope In Branch Gave is , which curious brains To his Tattered _ _ walls Of within hidden mysteries To to know Of For Attract does Is. fort Of nearby of legends No Only his haunted Prestige In Contribution gives are , rather Its First From hee captivating History In conspiracy of layers Too couple Are.

V. archaeological search

Bhangarh Fort : Past To Expose does Is :- Bhangarh fort In Mystery And Extraordinary stories of aura Of Despite , archaeological Excavation From Its historical past In valuable insight Light In I Is. Whereas Comprehensive Excavation Limited are , forts Of premises Of within of Went search architecture grandeur And cultural liveliness But Light put Are Who One Times This historical venue To defined does Were.

1. Structural remains :- Bhangarh fort of Search to do ones archaeologists has structural remains Of Address planted Is Who fort Of golden days of magnificence To reflect Are. Complex carved pillars From taking palatial structures Of remains till , this search Mughal And Rajput Era of architecture Skill Of For One Solid Link provide does Are.

2. Temple premises :- Bhangarh fort Of within Many Temple premises archaeological interest Of Subject are Are. Detailed carving And statues From Furnished in temples Of remains fort But possession Of during prevalent Religious And cultural practices Of Signal give Are. in temples of appearance fort of walls Of within military And Spiritual Life Both of Prosperous tapestry Of Suggestion gives Is.

3. Daily Life To reflects Artworks :- Bhangarh fort of digging From Many Type of artefacts Millie Are Who Its residents Of daily Life of Glimpse Present does Are. Soil Of utensils Of pieces , household stuff And equipment archaeologists To Wool people of Physical Culture And lifestyle Of about In Valuable insight provide Do Are Who Sometimes fort To own Home say Were.

4. Water Protection Structures :- fort Of design In Water Protection structures Involved are , in which stepwells And Reservoir Involved Are. These Properties Water management of One refined Understanding Of Suggestion gives are , which siege Or Natural disasters Of during fort of population To make to keep Of For Important Is. Whereas Bhangarh fort of archaeological Search Ongoing yes , now till of Went search Its ruins In vested historical Prosperity To Underlined does Are. These conclusion No Only fort Of past Of More accurate Reconstruction In Contribution Do are , rather popular Culture In Bhangarh fort To defined to do the one purely divine Story To Too
challenge give Are. as _ _ archaeologist This historical venue of depth In descend Ongoing keeping Hai , Bhangarh Castle And More Mystery Expose to do Of Promise does is , which Its East residents Of Life And aspirations of Micro Understanding provide does Is.

VI. haunted And Extraordinary claims
Bhangarh Fort : Where History divine From get Is :- India In To all haunted places In From One Of Form In Bhangarh fort of Prestige his dilapidated structures Of nearby of Extraordinary activities of innumerable stories And claims In depth From vested Is. generations From gone Come doing And visitors of adventure stories By extended in stories has Bhangarh fort Of nearby Of Mystery In Important Contribution Gave Is.

1. terrible sounds And Feeling :- Many story Night In fort From to resonate the one Unclear voices of talk Do Whispers , footsteps _ _ And Horrible Voices. visitors has haunted impression to see of Information Gave is , which Often shady shapes Or institutions of Evanescent Glimpse Of Form In would have Is. These Encounters This faith To encouragement gives Are That fort In divine powers Of residence Is.

2. Tantrik Of curse :- local People And Enthusiastic People fort Of premises Of within One unusual energy Feel to do of stories shared Do are , whose Credit Tantrik By Given Went curse To Gave go Is , Some? People Claim Do Are That They Excessive Restlessness Or see go of Emotion Of Experience Did is , due to which fort of haunted Nature In faith And Too Strong yes Went Is.

3. sunset Of after Restricted Entry :- Entry door But Indian archeology Survey Of alert sign , sunset Of after And sunrise From First fort In Entry No to do of warning , supernatural claims In official Support of One layer connects Is. it restrictions speculations To encouragement gives Is And thrill to want people To alluring is , which Extraordinary of boundaries Of tests to do Of For Curious Are.

4. Disorientation And Restlessness of News :- Bhangarh fort In to come ones Many Tourist Suddenly temperature In decline , disorientation And Restlessness of Comprehensive Emotion Of Experience tells Are. Some? People Claim Do Are That They objects To Our You shaking happened saw Is Or fort Of darkness corners To Illuminating to do the one Strange lights saw Is.

fort of Prestige But Extraordinary claims Of Effect :- Extraordinary claims of excess has Bhangarh fort To One historical remains From Wool people Of For One magnet In change Gave Is Who divine experiences of seek In Are. fort of haunted Prestige But Positive And negative Both Effect lay down Are:

1. Tourism And Popularity :- Bhangarh Castle Extraordinary Enthusiastic people And thrill to want people Of For One Favorite Destination become Went Is. divine Of face to do Of Attraction has fort of Popularity To increased Gave is , due to which curious visitors of One Continuous Stream Attract yes doing Is. fort of haunted Prestige has unknowingly In This One Unique Tourist Attraction In change Gave Is.

2. Conservation Challenges :- second And tourists _ of inflow , which Often fort of Extraordinary Prestige From Inspired would have is , its Protection Of For Challenges steep does Is. fort Of within increasing mob , vandalism And unauthorized activities has site of historical integrity To make to keep Of about In concerns increased Gave Are.

3. Local beliefs And economy :- Extraordinary claims local beliefs And traditions Of One integral Organ become Went are , which nearby Of villages of economy To Affected Tax are Are. local People Often directed Tourism of offer by doing Or bad spirits To away to keep the one objects by
selling fort of haunted image Of Benefit picking up Are. Abbreviation in , Bhangarh fort of Prestige But Extraordinary claims Of Effect Complex Is. Although this undoubtedly Tourism And site Of Per Attraction To extended yes , but it History To reserve to do And Its divine Attraction Of results To managed to do Of between Critical balance Of For Challenges Too Present does Is. Bhangarh Castle History And ambiguity Of One captivating Crossroad made Happened is , where past Of tangible remains haunted legends Of abstract scope Of with Present Are.

VII. cultural Effect
Bhangarh Fort : Cultural tapestry And haunted Legends :- Bhangarh fort Of historical And horrifying Attraction has nearby Of Area of local Culture And traditions But One indelible impression left Is. architecture of magnificence Of Sign to be From taking local folklore In supernaturalism Of Sign to be till , fort Of cultural Effect multidimensional Is.

1. cultural Importance :- Bhangarh the fort , which Sometimes cultural activities Of One rich Center was , local population of the collective Commemoration In Today Too cultural Importance keeps Is. fort of architecture beauty And historical roots nearby Of villages Of cultural Warp and woof In knit Hui are , its past of stories generations From resonating live Are.

2. Local legends And the traditions :- Bhangarh fort of haunted Prestige local legends And traditions Of One integral Organ become Went Is. curses , sad Love stories And haunted Encounters of Stories cultural Story In prevalent yes Went are , due to which it size get Is That fort To Its nearby stay ones communities By How saw go Is.

3. spiritual Practices :- Fort Of divine Of with association Of Reason nearby Of villages In Spiritual practices And rituals Of rise Happened Is. Some? local People fort From attached alleged Wicked forces To away to keep Of For Specific Celebration to do Or protective Amulet Of Use to do of Effectiveness In faith Do Are.

Tourism And local assumptions But Effect :-

1. Tourism To Promoted :- Bhangarh fort of haunted Prestige has This Area In Tourism To undisputed Form From encouragement Gave Is. Extraordinary Experience of Possibility From Attract Tourist goods , services of Purchase And directed Tourism Of Channel From local economy In Contribution Do Are. Castle History lovers And thrill to want people Both Of For One Unique Destination become Went Is.

2. Hyper - tourism of Challenges :- However , tourism In increase , special Form From fort of haunted image Of reasons , challenges Presented does Is. over - tourism local basic framework But Pressure Branch Can is , environmental decline Of Reason become Can Is And historical venue Of Protection Of For Necessary Critical balance To Affected Tax Can Is.

3. Local assumptions And Economic opportunity :- Bhangarh fort of haunted Prestige has This talk To Affected Did Is That local People This venue To How watching Are And Its with How Conversation Do Are. Some? People fort of divine image To adopting are , its Use Economic opportunities As That directed Tourism of offer Or Mysterious artefacts To to sell Of For Do Are , Other People rising Attention To Doubt of Vision From See Can are , your Traditional Life Style In potential interruptions Of about In Concerned yes Can Are.

4. Cultural Heritage Of Protection :- fort Of cultural And historical Importance To Tourism of Demand And his haunted Prestige Of with balanced to do One Critical challenge Present does Is. it
balance make Keep it ensure to do Of For Necessary Is That Castle Tourism By brought go ones Economic opportunities To Well Adjust Do happened One cultural miles Of Stone made are. In conclusion , Bhangarh fort Of cultural Effect his historical roots And Its all four Side Present divine legends Of between One dynamic mutual verb Is. haunted reputation , visitors To Attract to do Of side by side , fort of cultural And historical Heritage To reserve to do , local landscape In Its Permanent Importance To ensure to do Of For One thoughtful Approach of Too Need keeps Is.

VIII. Modern period Of Protection Attempt –
Bhangarh Fort : Protection And Tourism Of between balance make - like Bhangarh Castle One historical remains And One Extraordinary hotspot to be of dual Identification From Struggling Stayed yes , modern Protection efforts Of Objective his structural integrity To make keep , cultural Heritage of protect to do And his haunted Prestige of Side Attract to be ones tourists of Inflow Of management to do Is.

1. Indian archeology of Survey ( ASI ) Participation :- Indian archeology Survey ( ASI ) Bhangarh fort Of Protection In Important Role fulfills Is. Organization fort Of historical And architecture Importance To to understand Of For time to time But survey research _ And Documentation does Is. ASI fort of structural Stability make to keep Of Objective From restoration projects of Too care does Is.

2. Conservation Of remedy :- Ambulatory are Protection Attempt fort Of architecture elements To steady And reserve to do But concentrated Are. In this damaged walls , pillars And Other structures of restoration Involved Is. it ensure to do Of For That Castle Own historical authenticity intact Keep it , conservationist Modern techniques Of together Traditional methods Of Too use Do Are.

3. visitor guidance :- Tourism By Yield challenges Of Solution to do Of For , ASI has visitor guidance Applicable did Are. Specific hours Of during Entry But restrictions , some activities But Stoppage And alert Of Signal to put Of Objective tourists Of Welcome to do And Excessive Tourism Of Reason fort To potential Loss From save Of between balance Make Is.

4. Educational Initiative :- Protection efforts In Bhangarh fort Of historical And cultural Importance Of about In awareness born to do Of Objective From educational Program Involved Are , in Initiatives Of Objective visitors Of between Responsibility of Emotion To encouragement Give is , due to which Them site of Critical Situation Of Respect Do happened Its History of Appreciate to do Of For encouraged Did Go Could.

5. Community Participation :- local communities To Involved to do Protection strategy Of integral Organ Is. Tourism management And Protection activities In local people To Involved to do the one Initiative No Only Economic opportunity provide does Are Rather their cultural Heritage of Security Of For Proud And ownership of Emotion Too born does Are ,

Protection And Tourism To balanced to do In Challenges :-

1. Hyper - tourism Effect :- fort of haunted Prestige Big Number In tourists To Attract does is , due to which over - tourism From attached Challenges Front comes Are. tourists of Number to grow From wear and tear , structures To Loss And local resources But Pressure Fall Can Is.

2. unusual image Of Protection :- fort of historical authenticity To reserve to do And Extraordinary Enthusiastic people Of interests To Complete to do Of between balance Make One Anokhi challenge
Is. fort of integrity To make keeping happened His haunted Prestige To managed to do Of Critical Work But carefully Idea to do of Need Is.

3. **economic Pressure** :- local community Often Own livelihood Of For tourism related activities But Dependent live Are. fort of Heritage From agreement did Without Continuous Development ensure to do Of For Protection efforts Of with Economic interests To balanced to do Important yes go Is.

4. **Environmental Effect** :- rising Tourism Of environmental effect , in which waste Production And Residence place In disturbance Involved yes , around Of ecology Mechanism Of For Challenges born does Is. in effects To Less to do Of For Permanent Tourism practices To Applicable to do Necessary Is. in challenges From deal with in , Bhangarh Castle history , legend And Modern Tourism Of intersection But Stand Is. This cultural treasures To reserve to do Of For Ambulatory are Attempt One harmonious balance find Of Importance To Underlined Do Are Who Future of generations To Contemporary Attraction And Investigation Of Pressure From Safe keeping happened fort Of Prosperous History of Appreciate to do of Permission gives Is.

**Conclusion**

**Bhangarh Fort : History, Folktales And Modern mysteries of One Tapestry** - Aravali mountain range Of Middle in , Bhangarh Castle One past Era Of Proof Of Form In Stand is , its Ancient Stone History And horrifying folklore of stories To resonate Do Are. as __ We Bhangarh Of past of layers opening are , this clear yes go Is That Castle Only One historical remains From somewhere More Is ; it architecture talent , political conspiracy And legends of spectral a whisper Of One convergence Is.

**historical Tapestry :: 1631 AD . In** Madho Lion First By Our son Value Lion First Of For Established , Bhangarh fort 17th _ Century Of Rajasthan In Power Of citadel Of Form In prominence From Emerged. Mughal And Rajput styles From Affected his architecture of grandeur , that Time Of cultural synthesis To reflects Is. Big battles From Free of to be Of Despite , the fort political intrigues , cultural Flourishing And dynasties Of rise up And Downfall Of Witness made , who Area Of History But One indelible impression Left.

**abandonment And Folktale ::** Fort Of Quitted yes Go Mystery In drowned Happened Is. curse of legends And sad Love stories , special Form From One Tantrik Of curse , fortress of haunted Prestige In Contribution Do Are. whether divine powers Of Reason Or Draught As practical reasons From , Bhangarh fort Of abandonment of Stories Its historical plot In Tragedy Of environment couple Are.

**archaeological Insight ::** Modern Excavation From structural relics , temples And artefacts Millie are , which Bhangarh Of past From One Solid relationship Presented Do Are , These search fort Of residents Of daily life , architecture sophistication And cultural practices In valuable insight provide does Are.

**haunted Prestige And cultural Effect ::** Bhangarh fort of haunted Prestige has This One cultural Sign In change Gave is , who local beliefs , traditions And Here till That Spiritual practices To Too Affected Did Is. History And divine Of between mutual verb has cultural Importance Of One unique mixture To Birth Gave is , where past Of tangible remains haunted legends Of abstract Area Of with co - existence In Are.

**Modern Protection And Tourism Management ::** Present Time in , indian archeology Survey Of Leadership In Protection Attempt fort of historical integrity And His haunted image From Yield challenges To balanced to do Of Attempt Do Are. Protection measures , visitors guidelines And educational Initiatives Of Objective Tourism management Of For One Responsible Approach To encouragement give happened Bhangarh fort To over - tourism From save Is.
present Time In Importance :- Bhangarh Castle Rajasthan Of history , culture And indescribability Of One touching Sign made Happened Is. Its Importance Its architecture grandeur From beyond Extraordinary Of abstract Attraction till spread out Happened Is. Since Tourist divine Encounters of Possibility From Attract would have been live Hai , Bhangarh Castle That Permanent Attraction Of One lively Proof Is whom history , folklore And Modern Mystery cultural landscape Of Warp and woof In bun Can Are. Aravali Range of Shadow in , Bhangarh Castle tangible And divine Of between One Bridge Of Form In Stand is , which exploration , contemplation And Wool Mysterious threads To to open Of For invited does Is Who Its past To present From adding Are.
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